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ABSTRACT - In homologous transplantation or allotransplantation of limbs, the great tissue diversity causes variability in the rejection process and, consequently, its immunology is very complex. Thus, limb transplantation is the most used prototype of compound tissue transplantation among the protocols of experimental studies. Composite tissue allotransplantation represents the experimental model to study the homologous transplantation (from an individual to another) of vascularized, innervated muscle-cutaneous units, joints, bone or even the whole member. Groups of rats were undergone allogeneic hindlimb transplantation. The receptors were randomized and control groups were established as: Control Group A: Autograft controls (F344 rats had its limbs reimplanted) and no immunosuppressive therapy. Control Group B: Allograft controls (BN rats limbs were transplanted to F344). Composite tissue homotransplantation allows the inclusion of innervated muscle-cutaneous units, joint and bone or even the whole limb, is considerably applicable in cases of congenital absence or deformity, trauma or greater resection due to malignant tumor. For many complex deformities, these transplantations would allow a more precise reconstruction than the current reconstruction techniques.


Introduction

The tissue transplantation are common practice in Plastic Surgery and the development of this specialty is based on breaking through biological obstacles that limit the accomplishment of transplantation from a human being to another.

During the last decades, organ transplantation has been object of intense research and there has been a continuous clinical and experimental progress in transplantation of many different organs.

Transplantation immunology of solid organs is relatively simple due to little variability in the process of rejection among the cell types of an organ and the rejection process is more homogeneous throughout the transplantation. In homologous transplantation or allotransplantation of limbs, the great tissue diversity causes variability in the rejection process and, consequently, its immunology is very complex. Thus, limb transplantation is the most used prototype of compound tissue transplantation among the protocols of experimental studies.
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Proposition

Composite tissue allotransplantation represents the experimental model to study the homologous transplantation (from an individual to another) of vascularized, innervated musclecutaneous units, joints, bone or even the whole member.

Method Description

Brown Norway (BN) rats with a RT-1n major histocompatibility (MHC) locus were donors and Fischer 344 (F344) rats with a RT-11 MHC locus were recipients.\textsuperscript{2,3,4,5}

Groups of rats were undergone allogeneic hindlimb transplantation. The receptors were randomized and control groups were established as: Control Group A: Autograft controls (F344 rats had its limbs reimplanted) and no immunosuppressive therapy. Control Group B: Allograft controls (BN rats limbs were transplanted to F344).

Sodium pentobarbital at a dose of 50mg/kg intraperitoneal was administred for anesthesia. Limbs were amputated at midfemur level followed by orthotopic transfer of the BN donor limb to the F-344 recipient site: a circumferencial cutaneous incision was made in the midthird level of the right thigh of the BN rats and the epigastric and femoral vessels were isolated (FIGURE 1).
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**FIGURE 1** - Cutaneous incision circumferencial to the midthird level of BN (donor) rat’s thigh, with exposition of femoral and superficial epigastric vessels.
Clamping, dissection and section of the femoral and superficial epigastric vessels were done at this level (FIGURE 2).

**FIGURE 2** - Superficial epigastric vessels section and femoral vessels dissection at the BN (donor) rat.

Muscle and sciatic nerve section (FIGURE 3).

**FIGURE 3** - Thigh musculature and ischiadicus nerve section in the BN rat.
Limb amputation at the midthird level of femur (FIGURE 4).

Donor limb was orthotopically transferred to the recipient area. Bone fixation was achieved using with a gauge needle as an intramedullary rod (FIGURE 5). The muscle was approximated using 4-0 nylon. The sciatic nerve, femoral artery and vein were repaired primarily with interrupted 10-0 nylon sutures using standard microsurgical technique (FIGURE 6). During dissection, the vessels were irrigated with physiological solution, heparin (100u/ml) and lidocaine 2% to lessen the vessels spasm, when needed.

The skin was sutured with interrupted 5-0 nylon (FIGURE 7).
FIGURE 6 - Sciatic nerve stumps (donor and receptor) approximation and anastomoses with nylon 10-0. Femoral vessels suture with nylon 10-0 after muscle approximation with interrupted 4-0 nylon.

FIGURE 7 - Cutaneous suture with ininterrupted 4-0 nylon and verification of the rose-colored limb (good perfusion).

A protective wire collar was placed around the proximal thigh to prevent autophagia of the insensate limb (FIGURE 8).
FIGURE 8 - Protective wire mesh collar placed around the proximal thigh.

No anticoagulation or antibiotic drugs were administered.
To compensate for intraoperative fluid loss and postoperative dehydration, subcutaneous saline (10cc) was injected for the first 5 days post-transplantation.
Daily, the limbs were evaluated on vascular permeability and rejection signals, including erythema, edema, cutaneous color, exfoliation, hair loss, nail growth, epidermolysis, ulceration, exudation and cutaneous necrosis (FIGURE 9).

FIGURE 9 - Clinical signals of cutaneous rejection: erythema, edema, exfoliation, hair loss, epidermolysis, ulceration, exudation and cutaneous necrosis.

Skin biopsies were prepared (FIGURE 10): following remotion, the pieces were fixed in formol solution at 10%, histologically processed and posteriorly imbibed in paraffin. All pieces were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin. The histological pattern scale system used by Saurat was used to quantify the rejection grade detected on the skin biopsy. All biopsies were blindly analyzed by a pathologist (FIGURE 11 and 12).

FIGURE 10 - Cutaneous incision of approximately 0.5 cm on the dorsal region of the distal extremity of the limb (biopsy).

FIGURE 11 - Limb autogenous transplantation. Histopathological scale grade of Saurat et al: Normal epidermic appearance (H.E. 250x).
FIGURE 12 - Rejection in limb microsurgical allotransplantation without immunosuppressive therapy. Saurat’s histopathological scale grade IV: complete detachment at the epidermis-dermis junction.

The rejection day was established when the skin could be removed with a touch or was hard and scarified with hair loss\textsuperscript{2,3,4,5}.

At the sacrifice moment, it was verified whether the vessels were permeable, by means of dissection and direct inspection of the femoral vessels anastomoses, in order to eliminate the possibility of ischemia, which could also lead to skin necrosis.

**Perspectives**

Composite tissue homotransplantation allows the inclusion of innervated muscle-cutaneous units, joint and bone or even the hole limb, is considerably applicable in cases of congenital absence or deformity, trauma or greater resection due to malignant tumor. For many complex deformities, these transplantations would allow a more precise reconstruction than the current reconstruction techniques\textsuperscript{8}.

These compound tissue reconstruction would allow the surgeon to restore the lost contour, sensibility, movement and function making use of similar tissue reposition\textsuperscript{7}.

The quest for safer and more effective immunosuppressive treatment, in other words, the search for a less toxic immunotherapy, is essential because in these transplantations the skin is especially antigenic so that it is necessary a 2-3 times higher doses than in organ transplantation and the collateral effects are less acceptable since they are not vital surgeries as organ transplantation are.

So, there is still need for studies and this experimental model would help future experiments aiming at: . Comprehension of the genetic mechanisms of composite tissue allotransplantation.
Investigation of new immunosuppressive drugs
- Other immunosuppressive therapies combined in a manner to obtain a more efficient effect.
- Less toxicity by means of association of immunosuppressive drugs in subtherapeutical doses.
- Better functional coverage of these transplantations with nerve regeneration studies.
- Decrease in tissue antigenicity, in determining the incidence and treatment of the graft versus host syndrome.
- Prevention of late rejection.
- Determine why GVHD occurs after bowel and not after limb allotransplantation.
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deformidades complexas, estes THTC permitiriam uma reconstrução mais precisa do que as atuais técnicas reconstrutoras correntes.
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